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Abstract. Property mappings between different lingual datasets are im-
portant for linking datasets and constructing an unified multilingual on-
tology regardless of the language. We conduct a preliminary evaluation
in DBpedia datasets using triple-conceptualization approach by suggest-
ing type information of instances in triples represented as vector. We
also show how this vector representation of the types helps the instance
matching based approach. Our results indicate that type information is
beneficial to find semantically corresponding properties in two different
languages without translation, but its use remains limited in URI-type
triples. This paper is meant as a basis for applying the property mapping
between two language datasets to a DBpedia ontology enrichment.

1 Introduction

DBpedia [2], which is used as a hub for linking in Linked Data, facilitates
Wikipedia as a source of structure knowledge and provides rich information
for many developers and users in the world. DBpedia constructs a multilingual
ontology which is a formal collection of structured knowledge based on the most
commonly used infoboxes within Wikipedia. The current version of DBpedia on-
tology 3.9 1 covers over 500 classes which are described by over 2,000 properties.
However, the alignment among multilingual DBpedia is currently incomplete;
only a part of the information of ontology has been connected among them
so that needs arise for fusing datasets from different language sources. Actually,
DBpedia Mapping2 allows to write cross-lingual infobox mappings as well as edit
the ontology to authorized members in many countries. This mapping is time
consuming(manual process), inefficient(labor-intensive process) consequently the
DBpedia ontology exists several limitations in term of gapping semantic among
various languages. There are several solutions proposed in [1] [3].

In this paper, we consider the problem of automatic property alignment be-
tween two various DBpedia datasets; specifically object property alignment be-
tween English and Korean is our case study. Cross-lingual property alignment
aims to identify properties having same semantic among diverse languages and
then link them. The core of this paper is sharing properties of triples, although

1 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Ontology
2 http://mappings.dbpedia.org
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each of the two languages has different kinds of properties with different gran-
ularity levels in each language. We focus on the problem of triple matching in
two different levels, one is instance-level matching and the other is concept-
level(type-level) matching. A type [4] in a triple usually represents a concep-
tual meaning of an instance(e.g., Socrates is an instance of type Philosopher).
The availability of type information plays a role to provide better overlap than
instance-level matching in triples during alignment process. We mainly propose
a triple-conceptualization approach to compute the similarity between triples to
find property pairs in two language datasets, based on this type information.

2 Methodology

DBpedia stores its data as RDF triple datasets, in which each triple consists a
subject, a property and an object. A triple asserts that each subject is associated
with each object through property. Given two language RDF datasets, the prop-
erty alignment is to harvest similar pairs in term of semantic between them.
A useful alignment is expected to be the properties that describe the equiva-
lent information of the existing instances. Formally, let A (for source language)
and B (for target language) be two RDF datasets we want to align. A triple
tiA ∈ A, consists of ⟨sjbiA, propiA, objiA⟩ and a property correspondence is a
(propiA, propjB ,mapS(propiA, propjB)) of the property of A, B and the map-
ping score between them respectively. We estimate the high confidence pairs of an
alignment by following methods. For each property propiA ∈ A and propjB ∈ B ,
we look for related entities ⟨sjbiA, objiA⟩, ⟨sjbjB , objjB⟩ respectively. Finally we
compute the similarity of two properties propiA and propjB using Jaccard score
to calculate mapS(propiA, propjB). Originally, cross-lingual mapping entities in
instance-level(IM) by using owl:sameAs to get all related datasets. Let’s consider
the example shown in Fig.1, property pairs such as ⟨dbo:locationCity, dbp:장
소, 1⟩ and ⟨dbo:product, dbp:대표제품, 0.5⟩ 3 are considered similar because there
is a high probability for both properties appearing with same subjects and same
objects according to mapS(propiA, propjB). By this way, the number of instance
associations is higher than the number of properties. However, in case of property
has very few instances or two properties have no shared instance (even though
they could have semantically same meaning e.g., case of ⟨dbo:industry, dbp:산
업⟩ in Fig.1), using these instances to determine its relatedness is not sufficient.

In order to overcome this drawback, we propose new approach Concept-level
matching(CM) which uses triple-conceptualization to compute relatedness of
properties to enhance mapping result. The triple-conceptualization means that
an instance-level triple is translated into a concept-level triple using type to make
an integrated representation of the object-types. Formally, we try to translate a
raw triple ⟨sjbiA, propiA, objiA⟩ into a ⟨stypeiA, propiA, otypeiA⟩ using this type
information. Type information(rdf:type) states that a resource is an instance
of a class, e.g., Nintendo rdf:type Company states that Nintendo is an instance
of Company.

3 dbo:http://dbpedia.org/ontology/, dbp:http://dbpedia.org/property/
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Fig. 1. Example of in English & Korean DBpedia triples: a subject ‘Nintendo’

prop1A = {Airline, Automobile, Beverage, Book, Company, FictionalChar-

acter, Film, Food, Hotel, InformationAppliance, Manga, Organisation,

Restaurant, Ship, Software, Sport, VideoGame, Website, WorldHerita-

geSite}4

prop1B = {Aircraft, Beverage, Company, FictionalCharacter, Film, Food,

InformationAppliance, Manga, Mineral, ProgrammingLanguage, Soft-

ware, VideoGame, Website}5

prop2B = {AdministrativeRegion, Airport, City, Country, Stadium, Settle-

ment, Town}6

Through the above example, we can say that prop1B is more closer to the
prop1A than prop2B , according to overlap of types(concepts). Now we can con-
sider all possible types from A and B to be a feature vector −−−−→propiA and −−−−→propjB
construction. At this stage, a property correspondence is a (propiA, propjB
,mapS(−−−−→propiA,−−−−→propjB)) which mapS(−−−−→propiA,−−−−→propjB) is calculated by cosine

similarity cos(−−−−→propiA,−−−−→propjB) =
−−−−→propiA·−−−−→propjB

∥−−−−→propiA∥∥−−−−→propjB∥
, to show which property in

A is relevant to the other properties B or not.

3 Preliminary Evaluation

In order to evaluate our approach for automatically mapping two different lan-
guage properties for a DBpedia ontology, we firstly show the statistics of the
experiment datasets; and then briefly explain result of instance-matching(IM)
and the concept-matching(CM) based approaches. The experiment dataset in-
cludes 25M English DBpedia triples and 10M Korean DBpedia triples. These
datasets already have cross-linked subjects and URI-type objects. For the first,
we try to harvest all matching properties using IM based on exact matching.

4 prop1A ⇒ dbo:product
5 prop1B ⇒ dbp:대표제품- equivalent as ‘representative products’ by Google transla-
tion

6 prop2B ⇒ dbp:장소 - equivalent as ‘place’ by Google translation
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Basing on the gold standard provided from DBpedia Mapping site7, this IM
achieves precision rate of 37% and recall of 15%. In contrast in CM approach, if
a triple formed as ⟨subject, property, object⟩ includes an URI-type object, then
a triple may be translated into the form as ⟨subject, property, type(class)⟩ using
$object rdf:type $class information from DBpedia datasets8. After that we
construct vector forms of types of all properties in two different sources with the
above mentioned, and calculate the similarity of two vectors in the English and
the Korean. Our new approach(CM) gave a precision rate of 57% and recall of
27%, which is more efficient than IM to find property pairs. The reason is that
our method can compute similarity of properties which have no shared instance
with conceptual information. The result of our case study showed that the use
of conceptual information helps improving mapping results between triples for
capturing corresponding semantic.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the automatic bilingual property alignment ap-
proach by focusing on matching two triples in two different levels, instance and
concept level, without translation. In addition, we illustrated that the triple-
conceptualization by type can harvest related triples of each properties in two
various DBpedias; especially alignment between resource-rich and resource-poor
RDF datasets such as English and Korean DBpedia. This contribution is valuable
to enrich cross-lingual mapping of triples, to enhance mapping result in different
languages. This paper only focused on triples which must have URI-type object,
and evaluated in limited dataset using DBpedia gold standard to estimate. How-
ever, it can be used as initial alignment for properties among various DBPedias.
In the future, we will research on the importance of our triple-conceptualization
method in multilingual alignment area.
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